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Abstract
System theory propagates the use of models which
raise the level of abstraction to cope with complexity,
evolving out of variety and connectivity. Different
modeling techniques have been invented for the
abstract description of certain aspects of dynamic
system behaviour. Nowadays process models are also
an accepted part of service oriented process design.
Although service oriented architecture (SOA) is the
aim, rather isolated processes are the starting point for
executable code generation and not the changing
functionality distribution the system offers. Thus we
claim the system view, necessary for process lifecycle
management, is missing. Moreover, in the context of
Web Service Composition, a vertical, bi- directional
model driven approach allows for manifold allocation
of e.g. testing, validation or binding tasks within the
layer stack of MDAs (model driven architecture). In
this paper we discuss two distinctive proposals for
model driven service composition, followed by a
comparison of representative mapping scenarios
offered by IBM and Microsoft.

addition is the basis for automated flow execution.
Therefore, we introduced three levels of model
granularity and completeness which allow for static
and dynamic modeling, starting with generic constructs
and ending with a model of a given shop floor domain.
Fast and easy initial, computation independent
modeling of a given shop floor system has to be
supported, focusing on functionality and connectivity
of the system as a hole. We achieve this by a generic
high level model construct collection called “Shop
Floor Tool-Box”. By means of scenario specific
selection of generic artefacts from the toolbox a
sophisticated platform independent model (PIM)
evolves. Residing at a strategic level this model does
not include detailed information enabling automated
flow execution, but takes into account the sociotechnical structure of the domain.
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In our current project “Modeling the shop floor for a
service oriented architecture” [18] we use the shop
floor domain to implement a methodology for platform
independent, service oriented model generation. To
overcome a situation of vertical, interrupted processes
and partly unavailable, partly static accessible
functionalities we introduce our concept of a MDSA
(Model Driven Service Architecture) for the shop floor
(Figure 1), together with a top-down methodology and
a tool for user friendly model creation, which in
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Figure 1. Process life cycle oriented domain modeling
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It has to support long term platform, infrastructure
and service provider decisions through as-is and to-be
comparisons. This high level model has to interact with
the PSM concerning process definition. The latter
serves at a tactical level for the (re)design of service
flow definitions which are semantically rich enough for
executable code generation. Both levels interact with
the service repository. It provides patterns specifying
typical system processes, each on the one hand in a
more generic (computation independent) model form
for the use within the PIM and on the other hand
particular process models for the interaction with the
PSM. Alternative service flows, different versions or
diverse technological specifications of one and the
same process are, therefore, separated from the actual
valid PSM. Templates allow for fast process creation,
either directly within the PSM or within the repository.
This proceeding takes into consideration the necessity
of business- and IT-view alignment, allowing e.g.
architectural views or process definition at distinct
levels of abstraction.
The visualized aim made UML the first choice,
because UML is the de facto standard for IT
professionals and, as we demonstrate with our “Shop
Floor Tool-Box” methodology, is well suited for
abstract domain analysis too. One of the main
platforms of interest is WS/SOAP/XML, a promising
set of technologies for service oriented architecture
implementation. Business process management within
this environment has to cover the complete range from
high-level, graphical process design down to low-level,
coded process execution [14], [12].
The actual project state is this. On the one hand we
created platform independent UML models of the shop
floor and on the other a repository of Web Service
interfaces realized by typical shop floor service
providers is available. The next step is to implement
the MDSA control loop, thus we are forced to
emphasise how to develop and implement executable
service flows. This is the aim of this paper, to figure
out which distinctive proposals and tools for model
driven WS Composition are available.
The structure of this paper is as follows. We first
introduce in Section 2 common service composition
challenges regarding model support. We continue with
a more detailed discussion of model driven Web
Service Composition and emphasize two distinctive
paradigms. For the realization of Web Service oriented
architectures, we need to make our platform
independent process models executable. Therefore, we
choose one representative from each group mentioned
above, fulfilling the requirement of real-world
proceedings for model driven WS Composition with
tool support. For the “top-down group” notably an
IBM-BPWS4J approach, which is at a rather early
testing stage, and the Microsoft-BizTalk approach,

representing the “bottom-up group”. A theoretical
comparison and evaluation can be found in Section 3.
With a conclusion and an outlook at the work to come
we will finish this paper.

2. MDA, SOA and Composition challenges
Figure 2 illustrates the three main areas which have
to be combined for model driven service composition.
Alonso et al. [2] mention three main elements for WS
composition middleware: the modeling environment,
the development environment (IDE) and the run-time
environment. The latter one has to execute the coded
composition specification. How this specification is
achieved, i.e. how and within which environment the
necessary specifications and tasks from high level
system model down to code execution are fulfilled, is a
matter of ongoing discussion. Tasks like syntactical
and semantic verifications have to be considered, just
as service discovery and binding. Which type of
composition specification, the composition model, the
model representation language or the executable
composition language, is best suited for which kind of
task, can not be answered definitely yet. The
dependencies between these composition specifications
on the one hand and their integration within the three
environments on the other determine the demand for
mapping and testing functionality. The challenging
factors depicted in Figure 2 establish our collection of
criteria for evaluation of existing approaches.
The number of enclosing real-world approaches
especially for “top-down” model driven WS
Composition with an appropriate tool support is
limited.
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Figure 2. Composition challenges
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The reasons, therefore, are amongst others:
•

•

•

•
•

Still a number of process mark-up languages,
the “missing link” between model and
execution, like BPEL4WS or WSCI/BPML
exist. None of them can be called a standard
yet. Worse, the execution engines availability
is limited (one is IBM’s BPWS4J for
BPEL4WS).
Model and code have to support equally
certain control patterns, the evaluation of this
is still in progress (see [5], [1]). By means of
the emergence of second generation WS
Technologies in conjunction with the service
oriented architecture [6], [7] it is likely these
patterns have to be further expanded.
Model mapping and transformation is still
limited to static constructs like classes and
components, the complex task of dynamic
information transcription is just at the
beginning.
The transformations have to be completely bidirectional, a requirement which is hard to
achieve.
Intelligent validation and testing mechanism
between the mapping steps hardly exist yet.

To sum it up, the proceeding from WS Composition
graphs to executable service flows is in the state of
lively
theoretical
discussion,
although
first
implementations exist. At this time two rather
distinctive approaches can be observed, one with
model environment focus, the other with IDE focus.
They also stand for completely different ways how the
model driven concept can be interpreted. Both
paradigms have knowledge alignment through
modeling [11] in mind, but the difference in the
realization shall be described by means of two
examples for model driven Web Service Composition.
Due to the need for publicly available tools we focused
on an IBM and a Microsoft scenario.

2.1.
“Top-down”
Composition

model

driven

WS

Generally speaking, the first approach illustrated in
Figure 3 postulates the concept of model enrichment
through extensions combined with elaborate
transformation and mapping mechanisms, most
prominent represented by means of OMG’s MDA
(Model Driven Architecture) [16]. This ambitious
concept demands for a strict separation of concerns,
expressed through a layer stack consisting of different
levels of abstraction. To achieve this, the models have
to cover a broad set of requirements.

Figure 3. Top-down model driven WS Composition
We mention as an example the complex task of PIM
(Platform Independent Model) to PSM (Platform
Specific Model) mapping, extended by an additional
executable UML layer, introducing mark-ups and
languages like ASL (Action Specific Language. This
intermediate step makes the model executable,
especially valuable for testing before mapping.
Skogan, Gronmo and Solheim ([19] and [10]) present a
very interesting approach. They introduce not only a
technique how to import WSDL service descriptions
into UML, but also how to use UML activity graphs
enriched by means of certain UML extensions to
define WS compositions. In addition they use XMI in
combination with corresponding XSLTs to achieve a
transformation in several execution languages, at the
moment BPEL4WS and WorkSCo are supported. The
use of templates and patterns can be applied, either for
activity graph design [8], or for consistency analysis.
Voigt [20] has implemented the latter by means of
UML-CSP (Communicating Sequential Processing)
language mapping. The benefit of this high level “topdown” approach is a stringent process from abstract
domain models down to executable code.
The IBM approach [see also [15]) begins with an
UML model, which is specific for the BPEL4WS
platform through extensions following the “UML 1.4
Profile for Automated Business Processes with a
mapping to BPEL 1.0” [3]. Modeling according to the
profile makes the WS descriptions (porttypes,
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operations, messages) of the involved services
necessary, but no WSDL import support is available.
Hence, this information has to be extracted and
included into the class diagrams (static view of data
types/messages, protocols and roles) and activity
diagram (dynamic view) by hand. After finishing the
model gets exported into XMI format, which then is
imported into an Eclipse 2.1.3 IDE java project. There
an add-in performs the mapping to BPEL4WS 1.0 or
1.1, generating the WSDL, XSD and BEPL files.
Bindings, location paths and service links are added by
means of a WSDL modify tool. Deployment is
separated from the IDE, afterwards the BPEL process
can be executed via the BPWS4J 2.0 runtime engine.

2.2.
“Bottom-up”
Composition

model

driven

WS

3. Comparison and Evaluation

The second approach (Figure 4) is best described as
“bottom-up”, because not the portable architecture
model is the starting point, but the existing process
development and execution possibilities within a
certain vendor environment. The vendor independent
visualization is just an extension of the central
graphical drag & drop interactions offered by the IDE.
In this group we classify Microsoft Biz Talk/Visual
Studio, IBM WebSphere [13] or the SAP NetWeaver
Platform [21]. In addition to platform specific (PSM),
the IDE models have to be called vendor specific
(VSM). Only very recently within this group
portability is not only achieved through the mapping to
process mark-up languages like BPEL4WS, but also at
model level through e.g. UML-XMI mapping [4].
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As we mentioned above, both approaches are model
driven Web Service Orchestration implementations,
but with very diverse emphases. In chapter two we
emphasized current challenges on WS Composition.
This discussion led to a collection of criteria which in
the following shall be used for comparison purposes
(Table 1).
Generally speaking, IBM tries to design the WS
Composition at a higher level of abstraction, using an
UML profile for nearly complete process definition.
Therefore, the mapping afford is rather high,
unfortunately no syntax validation takes place before
XMI export, which makes the failure risk during the
subsequent BPEL4WS mapping very high. The IBM
approach offers at no level WS discovery or reference
mechanisms.

PSM

Mapping

Discovery/
Binding

The Microsoft proposal can be described as follows.
In the Visio Orchestration Designer a proprietary
modeling semantic is used to design the basic flow
pattern, allowing fork, join, group, decide and loop
constructions. An add-in exports this activity graph
into a BizTalk Orchestration XLANG/s .odx format,
which can be imported into the BizTalk Orchestration
Designer, which again runs within the Visual Studio
IDE. The rudimentary flow is now supplemented with
ports and messages, which are created by means of
wizards utilizing the port types and message types
retrieved from the added web references. All WSDL,
XSD and the .odx files are generated and updated with
strong graphical support. The process can be deployed
within the IDE using an administration console.

Testing

Deployment
Run-Time Environment

Table 1. Evaluation results
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Figure 4. Bottom-up model driven WS Composition
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The manual WS description import, i.e. the WSDL file
transformation into different types of stereotyped
classes within UML is tedious. On the other hand the
XMI format containing the whole business logic and
platform specific information offers theoretically a
certain flexibility concerning model reuse and
transformation. In practice the reimport of created XMI
files into Rational Rose, our UML tool, was not
complete, manual adjustments were required. The
necessary support within the IDE is reduced to WSDL
modifications. The XMI mapping to BPEL4WS itself
takes place automatically, but again without XMI
validation. If an error occurs, the mapping stops
without error handling. A BPWS4J Editor plug-in for
the Eclipse 2.1.3 IDE offers enhanced verification
functionality and more important rudimentary
graphical support for process editing. Nevertheless the
hierarchical visualization is much less expressive and
functional than the one within the MS Orchestration
Designer.
Also concerning deployment, monitoring and testing
the MS approach is superior, but that is what we
expected. It should be mentioned here the pointlessness
of a comprehensive IDE comparison. In that case IBM
WebSphere Studio rather than Eclipse would have to
be the challenger, resulting in a comparison between
two IDE centric approaches.
The second proposal places the Web Service
Orchestration at a lower level of abstraction, within the
IDE and, therefore, establishing a tight coupling
between visualization and coding. The initial Visio
modeling in the MS proposal offers very limited
additional value, since beside the control flow no
additional information can be included. Moreover, for
control flow modeling the IDE functionality is as easy
to use. The diagram is not integrated within other
stencils, therefore, the integration in an architecture
model is missing. After the import into the IDE the
model is platform specific twofold (WS/XML and
.NET). Once the basic service flow is set up, the
service binding is very comfortable by means of
drag&drop and wizard functionality. At this level code
and graph are updated real time, a benefit which is only
possible by means of a tight integration into the IDE.
Although the underlying XLANG/s language is
proprietary, restricted BPEL4WS 1.1 import and
export functionality is offered which allows for a
certain degree of portability.
Both approaches are concerned with single process
definition and do not take into account a system model
from which the process may be derived. That is to say,
the UML allows for further extensions referring to this
issue, whereas the Visio model doesn’t offer this
flexibility. As one can see in Figure 1, the
dependencies between a single composition
specification and an overall architectural model are in

our opinion a vital part of a methodology which
supports life cycle oriented service composition. In our
opinion process lifecycle management without a
complete model covering all relevant interaction
aspects is not possible. To see the process isolated
from its environment has many disadvantages:
•

•

•

•

Inter
process
dependencies
like
synchronization or process hierarchies
(nested sub-processes) are missing. Hence,
appropriate business rules and constraints
have to be coded. Monitoring by model is
no longer possible.
Within architectures different control flow
paths exist and new evolve to achieve a
certain process aim. Without an
architecture model and the knowledge
about the given connections, one has to
design for every path a single process
model, not knowing whether the needed
interoperability exists or not.
The consequences of a change in the
architecture or the introduction of new
service providers for the process designs
can not be monitored accordingly.
Service repositories are missing at initial
modeling level. The design of the activities
takes place without knowledge about their
availability according to given QoSs
(Quality of Service).

Reactive semantic verification mechanisms should
be implemented twofold, firstly concerning the control
logic (e.g. the detection of deadlocks) and secondly
concerning inconsistencies regarding the semantic at
different levels of abstraction after manual
intervention. Both ignore the first requirement, and
only the MS approach inhibits inconsistencies between
code and graphical representation due to the tight
integration within the IDE (but not between the Visio
model and the IDE graph). After our discussion it
should be evident that for single process definition one
can choose between a top-down and a bottom-up
approach, but for service oriented architectures the topdown approach is crucial.

4. Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper we compared two general approaches
of process design and execution, one with strong focus
on the abstract, vendor independent model, which is
semantically rich enough so that an IDE is exclusively
needed for (complex) mapping tasks. The other with
the focus on “applied” modeling within the IDE,
supported by a rudimentary graph describing the
control flow.
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The latter “bottom-up” approach, represented by MS
BizTalk Server, has its main advantage concerning
easy integration of existing Web Service definitions,
which is not possible within the “top-down” approach.
On the other hand the integration of the Visio or the
Biz Talk Orchestration models in an overall,
syntactical homogeneous architecture model is not
possible, thus these directed graphs have to be built
from the scratch. Here the UML-BPEL4WS approach
offers much more possibilities of integration in an
enclosing MDA concept. In the context of a “topdown” approach, mappings from XML representations
of widespread used and well-defined modeling
techniques (EPC Markup Language in the case of EPC,
or PNML Petri Net Markup Language in the case of
Petri Nets) to platform independent MDA-UML
models seem promising. OMG’s Business Process
Definition Metamodel [17], an UML 2.0 profile, aims
at this goal. This proposal supports the mapping to a
common metamodel and thus facilitates the
communication among a variety of process models [9].
Moreover, it makes business process specifications part
of complete system specification to assure consistency
and completeness.
Next steps to come are investigations, whether these
approaches are suited for shop floor domain usage.
Actually we implement some of our processes in a use
case scenario, allowing for tests regarding applicable
mechanism for process model and process
specification synchronization, with BPEL4WS as the
main specification of interest. Another open question is
still how the process models have to be embedded in
the overall architecture model e.g. how mechanisms,
which synchronize between architecture structure (“the
sum of all possible processes”) and single process
lifecycle management, can be established.
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